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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route

CONTENT OVERVIEW – To know the future you need to understand the past
PAST:

What travelled on the Old Silk Road(s)?

PRESENT:

The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road
Initiative
- Framework
- Cargo and Passengers
- Significance and development of the Chinese
outbound travel market

FUTURE:

The New Multimodal Silk Road brings opportunities
and challenges
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Introduction COTRI
“COTRI is the world’s leading institute for research and consulting services related to
the Chinese outbound tourism market, and cooperates with all leading international
and Chinese tourism organisations.” (China Daily, March 2016)
COTRI offers services around to customers around the world since 2004 as an
independent institute research and consulting, led by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt
FRGS FRAS.

Offices are located in Hamburg/Germany and Beijing/China, with a global network of
regional partners on all continents.
COTRI IN GERMANY

COTRI IN CHINA

COTRI China Outbound
Tourism Research Institute
West India House
Eiffestraße 68
D-20537 Hamburg

COTRI China Office
21th Fl, Wangjing
Greenland
Center B Hongtai East
Street, Chaoyang District
Beijing 100102
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COTRI’s founder and director
中 First visit to People’s Republic of China in 1978
中 1991-1999 owner of Inbound Tour Operator China -> Europe with offices in

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt
FRGS FRAS

Beijing and Berlin
中 Since 2004 COTRI founder and director
中 Professor for International Tourism Management at West Coast University
of Applied Sciences Germany (Heide)
中 Visiting professor at universities in China, United Kingdom and New Zealand
中 Fellow Royal Geographical Society (London)
中 Fellow Royal Asiatic Society (London)
中 Research Fellow Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (Tokyo)
中 Board member PATA Pacific Asia Travel Association (Bangkok)
中 Vice President Western Europe ITSA International Tourism Studies
Association (Beijing/Greenwich)
中 Fellow of International Association of China Tourism Studies (Guangzhou)
中 Member of UNWTO Expert Panel (Madrid)
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PAST: What travelled on the Old Silk Road(s)?

The concept of “Silk Roads” (plural) was invented in 1877 by
the Prussian Scientist Ferdinand Freiherr von Richthofen
based on his visits to China.
The term “Silk Road” (singular) was made popular by the
Swedish geographer Sven Hedin in 1938 with his book
“The Silk Road”, based on his work in Xinjiang.

Since the times of Confucius and Buddha, 2,500 years ago,
there have been not just one, but many different trade
routes across Eurasia, connecting Europe, Central and South
Asia, and China on land and on water.
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PAST: What travelled on the Old Silk Road(s)?

.
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PAST: What travelled on the Old Silk Road(s)?

Very few persons travelled the whole length of the trade routes like Marco Polo
on land or Zheng He across the oceans before the 19th century.
Many different products were transported on the Eurasian trade routes, among
them cloths, grain, metal, ivory, precious stones, fruits, animals, tea, slaves,
spices – and indeed also some silk.
More importantly, what travelled on the “Old Silk Roads” were ideas and data:
ideologies, religions, inventions, scientific and medical knowledge, languages.
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PAST: What travelled on the Old Silk Road(s)?
Indeed, our conference follows this tradition of exchange of new
ideas along the Old Silk Roads, as also in ancient times these
ideas were improved upon, changed and adapted by everybody
involved during their movement.
Central Asia has been playing an important
part in this process for many hundreds of
years and is, as our presence today in
Almaty proves, continuing to do so.

www.china-outbound.com
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative

• In 2013 the „Economic Belt along the Silk Road“ and shortly
afterwards the „21st century Maritime Silk Road were
introduced by the Chinese government
• 2014 the name was changed to „One Belt One Road“ (OBOR)
• Since 2017 the name Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is used
• In January 2018 the “Trans-Pacific Maritime Silk Road” and the
“Polar Silk Road” were announced by President Xi Jinping
The initiative thereby now includes projects in Asia, Europe,
Africa and South America, getting further and further away from
the historic trade routes across Eurasia and becoming more and
more the key instrument of China‘s Soft Power policies
www.china-outbound.com
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative Background

This change is in line with the shift of China‘s self-proclaimed
role in the world.

韬光养晦
Taoguang Yanghui

“China has entered a New Era
where it should take centre stage
in the world.” Xi Jinping , 19th CCP
Congress October 2017
www.china-outbound.com
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative
– Cargo and Passengers

The infrastructure development projects of BRI are mainly
concentrated on cargo transportation: Long-distance rail tracks,
harbour facilities, improved logistics.
Several hundred billion US$ are available via new financial
institutions.
New Hambantota harbour (Sri Lanka) 99 year
lease to China in 2017

www.china-outbound.com
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
Cargo and Passengers

Passenger
Most travellers along the New
Silk Road use neither horse nor
train or car: They fly.
Chinese airlines carried 550 mio.
passengers in 2017 and are said
to overtake American airline as
No. 1 in the world in 2022.
Therefore BRI will have less direct influence in terms of investment
except for airport improvements (too few people live in Central
Asia to make HiSpeed trains economically viable),
www.china-outbound.com
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The Future of Tourism on the New Silk Route
PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
Cargo and Passengers

The indirect influence however will be huge.
In March 2018 the National People‘s Congress proclaimed:
The Ministry of Culture and CNTA will be merged into a Ministry
of Culture and Tourism.
“The move is aimed at coordinating the development of cultural
and tourism industries, enhancing the country's soft power and
cultural influence, and promoting cultural exchanges
internationally.”
The Chinese government is proclaiming the support of Chinese
outbound tourism for non-economic reasons.
www.china-outbound.com
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PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
Global international tourism growth up to 2030
The UNWTO graph illustrates the strong growth of international tourism, with a
forecast of reaching 1.8 billion border-crossing trips by 2030, adding 500 million
to the 1.32 billion of 2017.
Already today about 11% of all arrivals are generated by Mainland Chinese.

www.china-outbound.com
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PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
Global international tourism growth up to 2030
By 2030 more than 400 million outbound trips will originate in Mainland China,
most of them going beyond Greater China, 250 million more than 2017 meaning HALF of the additional outbound travellers will be CHINESE.
They will travel further as well, as Greater China (Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan)
continues to lose market and dropped in 2016 below 50% market share.
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PRESENT:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
Importance and Development of China’s Outbound Tourism
Today no more than 10% of Chinese citizens possess passports
Almost all live in 1st and 2nd tier cities
Until Now Only Four Economic Regions As
Main Tourist Source Regions

The vast majority of
Chinese have yet to
experience their first-ever
long-distance leisure trip
(inside or outside China)

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
1. Visa and connectivity
Simplified visa procedures
27 destinations offer visa-free entry for
Chinese citizens
39 destinations offer visa on arrival or E-Visa
for Chinese citizens

www.china-outbound.com

Visa free entry:
Asia

UAE
Jeju Province, South Korea
Indonesia
Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam
North America Barbados
Bahamas
Grenada
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
Haiti
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Turks and Caicos Islands
Jamaica
South America Ecuador
Europe
Serbia
San Marino
Oceania
Fiji
Tonga
French Polynesia
Northern Mariana Islands
Samoa
Africa
Mauritius
Seychelles
Réunion
Morocco
Tunisia
Antarctic
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
1. Visa and connectivity
More direct flight connections
In 2017 more than 100 new air connections were started, with more in the
pipeline for 2018, mostly connecting second tier airports in China and abroad.

www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
1. Visa and connectivity
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
2. Information
More information available
Most global destinations have intensified their provision of information to
both Chinese outbound tour operators and to potential FIT visitors, using
fairs like the new ITB China or Social Media in the form of WeChat
channels entries, online trainings, and increasingly videos.
With each year of Chinese travellers visiting more diverse destinations the
chance is getting bigger for potential travellers to know somebody (in real
life or online) who already visited a specific destination and can give
advise, making it easier to to organize a trip without the help of a tour
operator.

IT and AI provide increasingly sophisticated tools to receive customized
information before and during the trip.
www.china-outbound.com
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
2. Information
Digital travel sales share in China: PC vs. Mobile
1%
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99%

97%

11%

45%

2012

75%

77%

36%

25%

23%

2015

2016

2017

89%
55%

2011

64%

Market Share of Chinese OTAs (by Vacation
Products Booking)

2013

2015

Desktop/Laptop
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Mobile
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
2. Information
More information available – Mobile for everything
including payment
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Three main drivers for China’s outbound tourism in 2018:
3. From Quantity to Quality
Moving from Quantity to Quality
“Be careful what you wish for”: Many destination find themselves in a
situation of being visited by large numbers of Chinese mass-market
package tour groups, which boost the arrival numbers but stay only for a
short period of time at a destination (concentrating on the most famous
destinations and sights during high season) and create very limited yields.
With the growing importance of independent Chinese travellers (FITs),
quality and value for money take the place of quantity and cheap price.

Chinese individual travellers are tiring of travelling overseas and meeting
mostly fellow countrymen in a destination, of shopping and sightseeing.
They become more and more interested in new, authentic offers based on
local culture and nature if provided and communicated in the right way.
www.china-outbound.com
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FUTURE:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
The New Multimodal Silk Road bring opportunities and challenges

Great Potential: Central Asia, especially Kasakhstan can leverage its many
. elements from a Chinese tourists point of view
positive

-

Good government relations with China
Relatively easy access in terms of visa and air connectivity
Lots of nature, culture, history attractions in connection with Chinese
history
UNESCO World Heritage sights
Location halfway between Europe and East Asia
Familiarity with culture through minorities within China
Important part of the Belt and Road Initiative
Supporting the quest for authenticity, closeness to nature
Limited number of Chinese visitors, high level of bragging power

24
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FUTURE:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
The New Multimodal Silk Road bring opportunities and challenges
Challenges to overcome:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Need
for more information about different countries and offers made
.
available in China
Need for more market intelligence
Need for improved preparedness for Chinese market segments
demands
Need for product adaptation and new product development
Need for training of service providers
Need of quality-based strategy for specific market segments

Biggest challenge: Learning to develop both B2B and B2C communication
channels
Biggest threat: Falling into the trap of attracting many Chinese package
tours, boosting arrival numbers but not margin and sustainability.
25
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FUTURE:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
The New Multimodal Silk Road bring opportunities and challenges

The future of tourism on the “New Silk Road” will see multimodal travel
.
combining air transport as main method with regional and local earthbound transportation.
The future can be bright if the needs especially of the biggest global
international tourism source market, China, are met with good-quality,
target market specific offers for serious leisure groups (photographers,
riders, hikers, persons interested in home stays, learning to cook local
dishes, to learn songs and dances, living close to nature etc.).
The future can be bright if especially Central does not try to compete with
Dubai or Hong Kong as shopping destination, but uses the existing natural
and cultural resources as a middle-distance destination.
26
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FUTURE:
The “New Silk Road” as part of the Belt and Road Initiative –
The New Multimodal Silk Road bring opportunities and challenges

The future can be bright if the way down the value chain:
.
arrivals  overnights  spending  yield  satisfied visitors
can be successfully moved along with different kinds of ‘semi-selforganized’ packages, customised or bespoken tours with varying degrees
of flexibility and in-build modules:
Having Chinese (and other) MOTs
(Modular Outbound Travellers) (COTRI)
buying Fragmented Products (Ctrip)
from Chinese Online Travel Agencies
(OTAs), ranging from entrance tickets
to customized activities to complete
organized themed tours and camps
along the New Silk Road.
27
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China’s outbound tourism
– You ain’t seen nothin’ yet
Thank you for your attention!
Looking forward to your comments and questions
For more information:
Subscribe for free to weekly magazine COTRI Weekly on
www.china-outbound.com

Watch for free every two weeks: DragonTrail & COTRI:
China Outbound Pulse Videos – Interviews with Chinese
travellers and insights from Prof. Outbound
on www.Youtube.com
Contact COTRI
arlt@china-outbound.com
Tel. +49 40 558 99 576
www.china-outbound.com
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